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Pure Eco pillow and duvet
In our rental collection, we have been working with the Pure Eco line for a while; sustainably 
produced articles with a beautiful quality. A collection with two labels, with which you 
can really distinguish yourself. We now also offer the duvets and pillows in our purchase 
collection and this way, we take the next step in Corporate Social Responsibility together.

The recycled PET filling ensures voluminous, springy and anti-allergenic pillows and duvets. 
The covers are made of soft, pure, 100% organic and Fairtrade cotton, which complies with 
the strict demands of the Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS). Honest, pure and clean!  
By combining an organic / Fairtrade cotton with a recycled PET filling, the ecological and  
social conditions as well as the stability of small scale producers are all taken into account.
 

Pillow
The 60/70 Pure Eco pillow weighs 700 grams. 
The pillow can be washed up to 60˚C and can be 
washed up to 60˚C and even be tumble-dried at 
a low temperature.

Article Size Price/pce

Pillow Pure Eco 60/70 cm € 20,95*

*     The minimal ordering quantity is 10 pieces.
Prices mentioned are per piece and exclusive 
of VAT. For orders below € 250,00, we charge 
a shipping fee of € 15,00. 

From bottle to filling
Recycled PET filling is made of plastic bottles and other packaging materials. During a unique process, the waste 
material is carefully sorted and washed. After grinding it, soft and supple flakes remain, an environmentally-friendly 
material that is the basis for all sorts of new products, such as the filling for our duvets and pillows. The use of rPET 
strongly reduces the CO2 footprint and decreases the amount of waste. This will provide an carefree, peaceful and 
lovely soft night’s sleep.

Duvet
The Pure Eco duvet has a weight of 400 gr/m2. 
The duvet is stitched with trapezoid shapes and 
can be washed up to 60˚C and even be tumble-
dried at a low temperature.
 

Article Size Price/pce

Duvet Pure Eco 140/200 cm € 49,95*

140/220 cm € 55,95*

160/200 cm € 58,75*

180/220 cm € 73,95*

200/200 cm € 73,50*

200/220 cm € 82,95*

240/200 cm € 86,50*

240/220 cm € 89,95*

260/200 cm € 93,50*

260/220 cm € 97,95*


